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Abstract 

Nanofiltration is an emerging technology applied to increase the availability of safe drinking water.  

This study evaluates nanofiltration as a feasible process to reach the new regulatory concentration 

limit for hexavalent chromium (0.01 mg/L) in potable water.  Real well water contaminated with 

chromium was treated using two types of membranes of different selectivity in bench-scale and 

pilot-scale experiments.  The pilot system comprised two modules in series and was run for 42 days 

without chemical cleaning, at an applied pressure of < 6 bar.  A flux decline of around 20% of the 

initial value was observed with both membrane types.  Observed rejection was constant (> 98%) for 

the denser membrane, while it decreased from 95% to 70% for the less selective membrane.  This 

result may be attributed to the impairment of charge-based rejection of chromate ions.  Based on 

these results, a full-scale plant is proposed to treat the contaminated well water, equipped with the 

more selective membranes.  The optimal plant configuration would consist of two stages, with a 

total number of 96 modules to produce 30 L/s of potable water.  Based on equations developed to 

describe contaminant concentrations in the streams entering and exiting a generic plant, guidelines 

are also provided to perform a preliminary system analysis.  An economic assessment showed an 

average cost of <0.3 € per cubic meter of product water considering both capital and operational 

costs, for a plant lifetime of 10 years.  From an environmental perspective, power supply would be 

the most impactful item of the plant.  
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1. Introduction 

Membrane filtration systems are widely applied water treatment technologies, owing to their 

modular flexibility, limited space requirements, and lower amount of chemicals needed to run the 

process compared to other treatment techniques (Baker 2012).  Specifically, nanofiltration (NF) has 

been increasingly investigated during the last decade.  NF membranes remove multivalent ions and 

provide high water fluxes at relatively low applied pressures (Hilal et al. 2004).  Various recent 

studies have investigated the practicability of NF as a wastewater and potable water treatment 

technology, a question that remains unanswered for several applications (Garcia-Ivars et al. 2017; 

Mohammad et al. 2015; Sarkar et al. 2007).   

NF has been shown to be applicable to the removal of micropollutants from wastewater effluents 

(Luo et al. 2014), to the recovery of resources by treating wastewater from the textile industry (Lin 

et al. 2015), and to the improvement of the efficiency of advanced oxidation processes (Minella et 

al. 2018).  A few pilot-scale studies have been performed to evaluate NF as an integral step of 

wastewater treatment, and investigations were carried out to analyse the performance of NF 

membranes in the presence of organic matter, dyes, and to treat complex waters (Bellona and 

Drewes 2007; Kurt et al. 2012; Ong et al. 2014; Wadekar et al. 2017).  NF pilot plants showed 

promising results for contaminated groundwater treatment or for water recycling in the process 

industry (Bellona and Drewes 2007; Saitua et al. 2011).  Pilot-scale experiments also addressed 

membrane fouling (Andrade et al. 2017; Chon and Cho 2016), which is regarded as the main 

bottleneck in NF applications. 

As regards potable water production, NF may be applied for the removal of a wide range of 

organic and inorganic compounds, including pesticides and pharmaceuticals, from groundwater or 

surface water (Kosutic et al. 2004; Radjenovic et al. 2008; Sarkar et al. 2007; Taheran et al. 2016; 

Van der Bruggen and Vandecasteele 2003).  It is also recognized as a valuable alternative to more 

conventional water softening systems (Bannoud 2001).  However, the viability of NF as a 
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technology for drinking water production has not been tested experimentally at the pilot or field 

scale.  Most of the available studies are based on theoretical analyses and comparisons between 

different water treatment systems, or on very specific pilot scale integrations (e.g., nanofiltration 

coupled with renewable energies or ultraviolet photolysis) (Garcia-Vaquero et al. 2014; Lopes et al. 

2013; Vince et al. 2008).  Moreover, the currently available economic assessments of NF systems 

for drinking water production are usually based on lab-scale experiments (Costa and de Pinho 

2006). 

NF has the potential of becoming a major technological solution for drinking water production as 

a result of the increasingly stringent legislative limits applied to ensure high water quality, hardly 

achievable with other more conventional treatment processes.  This is the case of the new limit 

imposed for hexavalent chromium concentration in potable water (0.01 mg/L), which has recently 

come into force in Italy and in the UK (Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998  1998; 

Guidelines for drinking-water quality  2011; Legislative Decree 2 February 2001, n. 31  2016).  NF 

is certainly one of the most promising available technologies for the removal of metal ions from 

aqueous solutions (Al-Rashdi et al. 2013; Mikulasek and Cuhorka 2016).  In particular, in a recent 

paper (Giagnorio et al. 2018), we have demonstrated the possibility to efficiently reduce the 

concentration of chromium present in contaminated waters below the new threshold value of 0.01 

mg/L by using different commercial NF membranes.  Through laboratory experiments, we have 

shown the influence of different parameters (e.g., solution chemistry and membrane properties) on 

filtration process performance.   

The aim of this study is to evaluate and discuss the feasibility of a nanofiltration plant for the 

purification of chromium-contaminated waters for drinking water production.  The discussion (i) 

assesses the feasibility of a full-scale plant that would treat real well water and (ii) provides design 

guidance for the implementation of similar NF plants.  We present the results obtained with two 

commercial nanofiltration membranes with different intrinsic selectivity.  Following preliminary 
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laboratory experiments, field tests are discussed with a NF pilot plant comprising two membrane 

modules in series and installed to work continuously to purify the polluted well water.  The 

performance of the pilot plant is evaluated and a techno-economic and environmental assessment of 

a potential full-scale NF plant is discussed.  Additionally, a system-scale analysis is presented that 

may be readily applied for a preliminary computation of the main design parameters of an NF plant 

treating a wide range of waters. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Well water characteristics 

Table 1 reports the characteristics of the well water in the investigated site near Turin, Italy.  Before 

the new legislative limit came into force, an average flow rate of 30 L/s drinking water was 

delivered from this source to provide water to roughly 13000 residents.  The water was delivered 

after a mild disinfection step.  Due to the presence of hexavalent chromium at a medium-high 

concentration of 0.023 µg/L, the discussed well water no longer meets the latest legal restrictions.  

The water has high hardness and a total ionic strength of 14.3 mM. 
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Table 1: Well water characteristics  

pH 7.5 

Conductivity (µS/cm) 646 

Hardness (°F)  36.8 

HCO3
‒

 (mg/L) 363 

Alkalinity (meq/L) 7.24 

Aggressive Index 12.6 

Ionic Strength  14.3 

Cl‒ (mg/L) 9.9 

F‒ (mg/L) 0.11 

PO4
3‒ (mg/L) 0.03 

NO3
‒ (mg/L) 7.9 

SO4
2‒ (mg/L) 34 

Ca2+ (mg/L) 110 

Mg2+ (mg/L) 23 

K+ (mg/L) 1 

Na+ (mg/L) 11 

As (µg /L) 1 

B (µg /L) 32 

Co (µg /L) 59 

Cr (µg /L) 23 

Fe (µg /L) 32 

Mn (µg /L) 13 

Cu (µg /L) 0.12 

Se (µg /L) 2.2 

Zn (µg/L) 15 

2.2 Membranes 

Two different commercial NF membranes were studied: NF270 and NF90 (Dow Chemical 

Company, Midland MI).  These membranes are composite and consist of a semi-aromatic 

polyamide layer cast on top of a polysulfone microporous support.  Non-woven polyester fabric is 

used as a mechanical substrate for both membranes.  Membrane transport characterization and the 

main membrane parameters are reported in Table 2 (Giagnorio et al. 2018).  Zeta potential 

measurements showed a negatively charged surface under neutral pH conditions for both 

membranes.  NF90 is more selective and less permeable than NF270.   
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Table 2: Characteristics of the membranes used in this study 

Membrane  Water 
Permeance 
(LMH/bar) 

MgSO4 
rejection 
(%) 

NaCl 
rejection 
(%) 

Roughness 
(nm) 

Active layer 
thickness 
(nm) 

Zeta 
Potential 
(mV)a 

NF270  18.8  98.8 > 99.5 4.2 ± 0.3 
(Semiao and 
Schafer 2013) 

21 ± 2.4 
(Semiao and 
Schafer 
2013)  

-23 

NF90  6.9  98 52 (Semiao 
and Schafer 
2013) 

61.7 ± 2.1 
(Semiao and 
Schafer 2013) 

218 ± 40 
(Semiao and 
Schafer 
2013) 

-17 

a Measured at pH 7.4 in 10 mM NaCl 

2.3 Laboratory nanofiltration setup and test protocol 

The filtration unit comprises: high-pressure pump (Hydra-cell pump, Wanner Engineering, Inc., 

Minneapolis, MN), feed vessel, flat membrane housing cell, temperature control, and data 

acquisition system.  The housing cell consists of a 7.9 cm long, 2.9 cm wide, and 0.3 cm high 

rectangular channel.  The active area of the membrane sample is 23 cm2.  The permeate flow rate 

was automatically measured every 60 seconds using a computer-interfaced balance.  A detailed 

description of the cross-flow lab-scale system is reported in our previous publication (Giagnorio et 

al. 2018). 

Lab experiments were performed filtering well water with both NF270 and NF90 membranes.  

Prior to each experiment, the membrane samples were compacted for 14 h at 150 psi (10.3 bar).  

Tests were then performed with a constant applied pressure of 100 psi (6.9 bar), a cross-flow 

velocity of 4.5 L/min, and an average feed solution temperature of 22 °C.  Both the permeate and 

the concentrate streams were recirculated back into the feed tank.  Feed and permeate samples were 

analysed by an external accredited company (Eurolab S.r.l., Italy) to fully characterize the 

anion/cation concentration in solution, as well as the content of metals and organic matter. 
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2.4 Nanofiltration pilot plant and field experiments  

A schematic diagram of the nanofiltration pilot plant is presented in Figure 1; a picture of it is 

available in the Supplementary Material file (Figure S1).  A hydraulic pump was used to feed well 

water to the system.  A stainless-steel housing was used to accommodate two spiral-wound 

membrane modules in series.  The applied pressure was controlled by the upstream valve and by the 

concentrate valve.  A digital manometer measured the pressure at the inlet of the housing while two 

flow meters measured concentrate and permeate flow rates.  The system was run with an inlet flow 

rate of 2000 L/h, a cross-flow rate of 26.7 L/min, and a total recovery rate of 20%.  Full-fit 

fiberglass 4040 spiral wound elements were used for both NF270 and NF90 membranes.  The 

dimensional characteristics of the 4040 module are reported in Table 3, together with its operating 

limits determined from (i) the design guidelines reported by the manufacturer and (ii) the quality of 

the feed water (i.e., a silt density index, SDI,  < 3) 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the nanofiltration pilot plant.  The plant was designed to work with 

two NF-4040 modules in series.  
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Table 3: Dimensional characteristics and operating limits of the NF-4040 spiral-wound modules 

Active Area (m2) 7.6 
Length (m) 1.016 
Diameter (cm) 99 
Maximum Operating Pressure (bar) 41 
Maximum Feed Flow Rate (m3/h) 3.6 
Maximum Permeate Flow Rate (m3/h) 0.325 
Minimum Concentrate Flow Rate (m3/h) 1.4 
Maximum element recovery (%) 19 

 

Two different pilot scale tests were performed: the first with NF270 modules and the second 

with NF90 modules.  For each test, the pilot plant was run for 42 days, keeping a constant applied 

pressure of 5.25 (76 psi) for NF270, and 5.75 bar (84 psi) for NF90, respectively, at the inlet of the 

housing.  The well water described in Table 1 was not subjected to any pre-treatment.  The changes 

in permeate and concentrate flow rates were recorded over time.  To measure chromium 

concentration, permeate and feed water samples were collected twice per week.  The analyses were 

performed with an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry by SMAT S.p.A, the 

water utility company owner of the water well.  A mild physical cleaning of the modules was 

performed by increasing the cross-flow velocity to 30 L/min for 1 hour every week.  The system did 

not undergo any chemical cleaning during the testing periods. 

 

3. Plant design, system scale modeling, and LCA 

3.1 Plant design and system-scale modeling 

Two software programs were used to design the full-scale nanofiltration plant and to assess the 

quality of the treated water.  WAVE (Dow Water & Process Solutions) was employed to evaluate 

the best module configuration and to simulate the chemical composition of the treated water.  

AQION was used to calculate the hydrochemistry and to quantify the Aggressive Index (A.I.) of the 

water streams. 
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A system-scale analysis was developed to generalize the system design and to evaluate the main 

design parameters of a membrane plant in terms of pollutant concentration: (i) cF, concentration of 

pollutant in the feed solution entering the system (Feed); (ii) cC, concentration of pollutant in the 

concentrate leaving the system (Concentrate); (iii) cTW, concentration of pollutant in the treated 

water (Permeate); (iv) REC, recovery rate, i.e., the ratio between the flow rate of the treated water 

and that of feed water; (v) Rej, the observed system rejection, defined as 1 TW

F

cRej
c

 
= − 
 

.  For this 

analysis, the membrane system was modeled by discretizing the control volume from the inlet of the 

feed stream to the outlet of the concentrate stream.  REC may be regarded as the variable describing 

the temporal or spatial scale of the system from the inlet to the outlet.  This simulation was carried 

out for a number of Rej values, thus simulating the performance that would be obtained by applying 

membranes with different transport characteristics.  A semi-empirical approach was adopted to 

derive the system equations.  First, calculations were performed by fixing the value of one of the 

concentration parameters and finding the trend relating the other two concentration parameters as a 

function of REC for any given value of Rej.  The concentration parameters were varied discretely 

across a wide value range.  The best analytical expressions were then derived, by fitting the results 

obtained for the control volume:  

RejA
C Fc c e ⋅=  (1) 

Rej1 1 1 A
TW Fc c e

REC REC
⋅  = − −    

  (2) 

where: 
( )

1
11

A
REC −

∞−

∞
= ∞ −

−
  (3) 

The term A needs to be calculated by finding the limit of equation 3 for a certain value of REC.  

Therefore, the redundant equation relating cTW to cC is: 
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Rej1 11 A
TW Cc c e

REC REC
− ⋅  = − − +    

 (4) 

This analysis is valid for a system comprising: one stage only, i.e., the concentrate stream does 

not undergo further filtration; one pass only, i.e., the permeate stream does not undergo further 

filtration; and no bypass, i.e., 100% of the feed water is treated.  This analysis is independent of the 

number of vessels or modules, but it implicitly assumes that all vessels contain the same number of 

modules in series.  Equations 1-4 derived in this study may be applied to conduct a preliminary 

estimation of the value of one of the concentration parameters according to the known or imposed 

value of the other parameters.  For example, it would be possible to estimate the concentrations of a 

pollutant in a final product water obtained by treating feed water with a given level of 

contamination, using a specific membrane, i.e., a given value of observed rejection, and by 

simulating systems characterized by different recovery rates. 

3.2 Life Cycle Assessment 

A life cycle assessment of the full-scale NF plant was performed with the OpenLCA software.  

OpenLCA LCIA methods 1.5.7, with the ReCiPe methodology, was used as impact assessment 

method.  Both midpoint and endpoint indicators were considered, the latter presented as normalized 

values with respect to the total computed endpoint impact.  To evaluate the environmental burdens 

of the full-scale NF plant, the average daily drinking water demand of the specific location (30 L/s) 

was considered as functional unit.  Attributional LCA with a hierarchist (H) perspective was 

selected.  The inventory data for the NF system were calculated based on the available literature 

(Bonton et al. 2012), while the concentrate disposal and the energy requirements were directly 

imported from the analysis carried out through WAVE.  The decommissioning of the NF system 

was not taken into account in the LCA analysis, due to the results presented in a previous paper 

(Bonton et al. 2012), which showed negligible burdens related to the disposal of building 

construction of similar membrane plants.  
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Membrane performance with real well water  

Figure 2 depicts the rejection of different inorganic compounds present in the well water observed 

in lab experiments deploying NF270 and NF90 membranes.  As expected, NF90 had higher 

removal rates than NF270, with a rejection above 80% for most of the elements or ions.  Consistent 

with literature reports, boron was the only element removed at low rate (Hilal et al. 2011; Richards 

et al. 2010).  Nanofiltration membranes cannot achieve significant rejection of boron at neutral pH, 

due to the predominance of its uncharged aqueous species, i.e., boric acid.  Multivalent anions, 

together with cobalt, iron, manganese, and selenium were almost completely rejected by both 

membranes.  Zinc removal was, instead, strongly dependent on the nature of the associated ions, as 

already reported in previous studies (Ben Frares et al. 2005). NF270 membranes showed lower 

rejection for all cationic elements in solution, being charge exclusion their main separation 

mechanism (Giagnorio et al. 2018).  Conversely, NF90 membranes also separate compounds 

through size-dependent mechanisms (Giagnorio et al. 2018).  These results suggest the feasibility of 

reducing the concentration of chromium in potable water with both membranes.  The divalent 

chromate anion CrO4
2- is the predominant chromium species in drinking water and may be removed 

through a combination of electrostatic repulsion exerted by the negatively-charged membrane 

surface and size-exclusion mechanisms (Giagnorio et al. 2018).  Specifically, NF270 and NF90 

samples had a chromium removal of 78 and 98%, respectively.  Fluoride, chloride, and nitrate have 

little charge density and are mainly removed by size exclusion, which is consistent with our results 

showing significantly higher rejection with NF90 compared to NF270.  Epsztein et al. have reported 

a full study on monovalent anion removal through nanofiltration, showing the fundamental role of 

Donnan exclusion and the possible influence of other compounds present in solution (Epsztein et al. 

2018). The concentrations of the other elements or ions in the permeate stream were also well 

below the limits imposed by the Italian legislation (see Supplementary Material Table S1).  In terms 
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of water flux, the looser NF270 membrane displayed only slightly greater values (40.3 L m‒2h‒1) 

than the tighter NF90 membrane (37.5 L m‒2h‒1) at equivalent applied pressure. 

 

Figure 2: Rejection of the most common cations, anions, and metals from the well water described in Table 

1 for a) NF270 and b) NF90 membranes.   

4.2 Performance of the nanofiltration pilot plant 

To validate the results obtained in laboratory tests and evaluate NF as a feasible drinking water 

production technology for waters contaminated with chromium, two field experiments were 

performed with the NF pilot plant schematically depicted in Figure 1.  The results of both tests are 

presented in Figure 3.  The tests started with a flux of treated water of roughly 480 L/h.  Flow rates 

obtained in the lab were 480 L/h and 475 L/h with NF270 and NF90, respectively, consistent with 

pilot scale measurements at the beginning of the field tests.  During the 42 day experiment, both 

membranes showed significant flux decline, likely due to organic fouling and to the precipitation of 

metals and carbonate species onto the membrane surface.  This is in accordance with previous 

studies that evaluated fouling and scaling on the membrane surface with similar feed waters 
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(Espinasse et al. 2012; Vrijenhoek et al. 2001).  The decline was slightly more pronounced for the 

NF90 modules, due to their higher selectivity and larger operating pressure compared to the NF270 

membranes.  The tests were conducted without chemical cleaning but with a very mild physical 

cleaning of the membranes, which consisted in running the feed water at a higher flow rate for 1 

hour per week.  The flux trends presented here represent the worst possible scenario, i.e., the most 

conservative case, for such a system.  Therefore, flux decline would be significantly lower during 

real application and with proper management of the system.  

Figure 3b and 3c show chromium rejection and chromium concentration values in the treated 

water, respectively.  The more selective NF90 membranes maintained a constant observed Cr 

rejection of roughly 98% throughout the test, with a resulting Cr concentration in the treated water 

invariably smaller than 0.5 µg/L.  NF270 membranes, on the other hand, were characterized by a 

gradual decrease of Cr rejection from 95% to 70% during the 42 days of operation.  We attribute 

this to the influence of fouling, scaling, and fouling-enhanced concentration polarization on 

membrane performance.  These phenomena result in the neutralization and/or shielding of the 

negative surface charges of the membrane, which lower its ability to reject chromium anions 

(CrO4
2-) - the major chromium species in natural waters - by charge exclusion effects.  Conversely, 

a reduction of the surface negative electric potential hardly affects size-based rejection mechanisms, 

which is consistent with the high removal rate exhibited by NF90 modules.  

The lab experiments discussed above showed an average chromium rejection of 98.8% and 

76.5%, for the NF270 and the NF90 membrane samples, respectively.  Overall, it can be stated that 

both fluxes and rejection rates observed in laboratory experiments were consistent with those 

observed in the pilot tests.  In particular, the permeate flux obtained in the lab may be regarded as 

the initial permeate flux for field applications, or the flux that would be observed in real 

applications employing clean membranes.  As concerns chromium removal, the rejection values 

measured in the lab were representative of the values observed during the pilot tests once steady-
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state conditions were reached.  These results suggest that laboratory experiments are to a significant 

degree representative of field application of membranes, a conclusion that is not necessarily obvious 

given the different scales involved.   

 

Figure 3: Performance of the nanofiltration pilot plant. a) Permeate flow rate, b) Total chromium observed 

rejection, and c) Chromium concentration measured in the treated water.  Results are presented for NF270 

(blue circles) and NF90 (orange squares) for a test period of 42 days.  Each data point refers to an individual 

sample and measurement. Lines are only intended as guide for the eyes. 
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4.3 Design of the full-scale nanofiltration plant  

Given the promising results obtained from the pilot tests, especially those testing the application of 

NF90 membranes, a full-scale NF plant was designed for the specific water source investigated in 

this study.  The proposed configuration is site-specific; however, this calculation provides an 

indication of the overall system needs, performance, and cost of plants of similar size, i.e., feed flow 

rate of tens of L/s.  Also, this design gives an insight on the overall feasibility of the application of 

nanofiltration for the removal of chromium and of heavy metals in general.  

The design simulation was performed taking into account (i) the drinking water demand of the 

specific location (30 L/s of potable water must be delivered to the surrounding area) and (ii) a value 

of 80% for the recovery of the filtration unit.  Based on the results obtained for the chromium 

removal by the field experiments, the membrane system was designed to work with NF90 

membrane modules.  Specifically, NF90-400/34i modules were adopted, characterized by an active 

area of 37.2 m2 per module.  The dimensional characteristics and the operating limits of this module 

type are reported in the Supplementary Material, Table S2.   

Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of the best configuration designed for the NF plant.  

Well water is pumped to Stage 1, which is operated with nine vessels, and the concentrate from this 

stage is then processed by Stage 2, comprising six vessels.  The total permeate produced is collected 

and mixed with a fixed percentage of bypassed well water, while the concentrate is disposed of in 

the sewage system.  The function of the bypass is to reduce the total flow rate that needs treatment, 

which in turn allows a reduction of the plant size, and ensures that the final drinking water is indeed 

potable and contains an appropriate mixture of ions.  In particular, the membrane configuration 

described in Figure 4 would allow a range of bypass values between 0% and 30%. 
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Figure 4: Design of the nanofiltration pilot plant.  Two stages are included.  Stage 1 designed with 9 

pressure vessels and 6 modules per vessel.  Stage 2 designed with 6 pressure vessels and 7 modules per 

vessel.  

 

The results of the simulation of the full-scale design in Figure 4 are reported in Figure 5a.  Here, 

chromium concentration and the aggressive index of the final product water are plotted as a 

function of percentage of bypass.  Clearly, chromium concentration increases as a lower proportion 

of the feed water is filtered.  Also, the A.I. increases as a lower proportion of demineralized water is 

mixed with the feed water to achieve a final water product.  Aiming for a safety value of 5 µg/L, 

i.e., the maximum chromium concentration in the product water, and for a minimum A.I. of 10, the 

suitable configurations for the NF system would be characterized by a bypass in the range 10-15%.  

Below this range, the product water would be too aggressive, while above these values it would 

contain a concentration of Cr too close to the limit of 10 µg/L.  

Figure 5b-d shows the results obtained by applying equation 1-4 to perform a system analysis.  

This analysis was conducted for typical concentration ranges of toxic metals and specifically for 

relevant concentrations of chromium in groundwaters.  Figure 5b is a contour plot of the computed 

chromium concentration in the concentrate stream as a function of Cr concentration in the feed 

stream and of recovery rate, at a specific observed system rejection of 98% (i.e., the Cr removal rate 

of the NF90 membranes).  Feed Cr concentration and recovery are represented on a linear scale on 

the left vertical and bottom horizontal axes, respectively.  Dotted lines are drawn in the graph to 
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exemplify the case of the NF plant designed for the specific location considered in this study.  This 

graph can be used to estimate the largest possible recovery resulting in Cr concentration in the 

retentate that meets the limits for the disposal of this stream in the sewage system.  In our case, 

having 23 µg Cr/L in the well water and a recovery rate of 80%, the concentrate would contain 

about 100 µg/L of Cr.  This value is below the legislative limit for the disposal of this stream in the 

sewage system as ruled by the Italian law, i.e., 200 µg/L.  

A more detailed analysis is reported in figure 5c, always for a specific value of observed 

rejection of 98%.  This graph shows the boundaries of the highest applicable recovery rates above 

which the concentration of Cr would exceed 5 µg/L in the treated water and 200 µg/L in the 

concentrate stream.  The results suggest that the most relevant design parameter, when using NF90 

membranes, is the concentration of Cr in the retentate, as this boundary (blue line connecting 

squares) sits below that related to the permeate concentration (red line connecting circles).  This 

means that designing a plant with higher recovery would guarantee the safety of the treated water 

but prevent low cost disposal of the concentrate in the sewage system.  This conclusion is true for 

high selectivity membranes; with decreasing rejection capabilities, the two boundaries first overlap 

and then cross each other, with the permeate value becoming the governing design parameter; 

please refer to the Supplementary Material (Figures S2-4) for similar analyses performed with 

lower observed system rejections of 75, 85, 90, or 95%.  Finally, figure 5d presents another possible 

output of the system analysis, where Cr concentration in both the retentate stream (left axis) and 

treated water (right axis) is plotted as a function of recovery rate for four specific Cr concentrations 

in the feed solution.  While these graphs were obtained for specific concentration ranges relevant 

for the present study, they can be extended to wider concentration ranges and simply represent 

examples of how equation 1-4 may be used to obtain useful first-hand data on system performance. 
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Figure 5: Results of the system modeling and performance of the NF full-scale plant.  a) Chromium 

concentration and aggressive index of the product water, as a function of the percentage of feed bypass, for 

the full-scale NF configuration of Figure 4 using NF90 modules.  b) Chromium concentration in the 

concentrate stream as a function of recovery rate and Cr concentration in the feed stream, at a system 

rejection of 98%.  c) Maximum recovery rate as a function Cr concentration in the feed stream to obtain a Cr 

concentration in the treated water of 5 µg/L (red circles) and a Cr concentration in the concentrate stream of 

200 µg/L (blue squares), for a system rejection of 98%. d) Chromium concentrations in the product water 

and in the concentrate stream as a function of the recovery rate for four values of Cr concentration in the feed 

water for a system rejection of 98%. 
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4.4 Economic assessment 

An economic assessment of the full scale nanofiltration plant is reported in Figure 4.  The capital 

cost of plant installation was estimated based on the data presented by Samhaber et al., which 

summarize the installation and equipment costs of NF plants as a function of the volume of product 

water (Samhaber and Nguyen 2014).  In particular, an exponential decrease of the specific 

equipment cost (SEC) was estimated with the increase in total active area of the plant, reaching a 

plateau with an average cost of roughly 360 €/m2 for plants designed to work with membrane areas 

larger than 500 m2.  A membrane replacement cost of 0.017 € per m3 of product water was 

estimated based on a membrane lifetime of 5 years and a cost of about 800 € for each membrane 

module.  Schafer et al. have estimated a similar cost for NF membranes applied to remove organic 

matter from water (Schafer et al. 2001).  Based on the selected geographical region, an average cost 

of 0.15 € kWh-1 was considered for the energy requirements, and 0.31 € m‒3 for concentrate 

disposal in the sewage system (Water Management Tariffs  2018).  As reported in the literature, the 

total cost of chemical reagents for membrane cleaning was estimated as 0.01 € for each m3 of water 

produced, taking into account the chemicals suggested by the membrane manufacturing for 

conventional cleaning-in-process operations (Costa and de Pinho 2006; Minella et al. 2018).  

Table 4 presents the computed capital and operating costs, together with a summary of the 

operating parameters for the NF plant.  Overall, the plant was designed to supply 2593 m3/day of 

drinking water with 96 NF90-400/34i membrane modules, for a total membrane area of 3568 m2.  

The calculations were performed based on an ideal recovery rate of 80% and a feed bypass of 

12.5%.  Based on the results presented in Figure 5a, this configuration would allow the abatement 

of chromium below 4.3 µg/L, keeping an overall A.I. of the product water above 10.  The 

concentrated stream results in a Cr concentration of 112 µg/L, well within the limits for disposal 

into the wastewater system.  The plant installation cost was estimated around 1.3 million euro and a 

total daily cost of 586 € was calculated considering (i) a lifetime of 10 years for the membrane 
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filtration plant and (ii) the amount of water to be produced per day.  It can be observed that the 

economic assessment of the NF plant is strongly influenced by energy and concentrate disposal 

costs, which amount to 17 % and 24 % of the total daily cost, respectively.  Also according to 

previous studies, the costs related to membrane replacement and chemicals are not significant 

compared to the first two discussed operational costs (Costa and de Pinho 2006; Minella et al. 

2018).  Therefore, improvement of specific cleaning procedures may not be crucial for economic 

saving.  On the other hand, coupling the NF system with renewable energy sources would result in 

overall economic benefits. 

Table 4: Economic assessment of the nanofiltration plant designed 

Operating parameters 
Drinking water supply  (m3/day) 2593 

Total well water  (m3/day) 3142 

Bypass water  (m3/day) 393 

Feed water to NF  (m3/day) 2749 

Permeate water produced  (m3/day) 2200 

Concentrate water produced  (m3/day) 549 

Cr concentration in the product water  (µg/L) 4.26 

Cr concentration in the concentrate stream  (µg/L) 112 

Aggressive index of produce water  10.4 

Total membrane area  (m2) 3568 

Feed Pressure  (bar) 6.56 

Specific energy  (kWh/m3 of pumped water) 0.29 

Total installation cost of the plant  (€) 1,296,000 
Cost per m3 of portable water provided  (€) 
Capital costs (depreciation, lifetime 10 years) 0.14 

Energy   0.046 

Concentrate disposal 0.066 

Chemicals  0.009 

Membrane replacement 0.01 

TOTAL  0.271 

 

The main alternative technology for the removal of chromium from potable water is based on 

ion-exchange resins.  Specifically, Amberlite PWA7 produced by Dow Chemical is used to treat 
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well water in a location close to the site studied in this paper.  A volume of 400 L of non-

regenerative Cr selective resin is currently employed to treat 0.8 L/s well water with characteristics 

similar to those reported in Table 1, with the exception of a lower chromium concentration (i.e., 15 

µg/L).  Based on the available data, the adsorption limit is estimated at approximately 200 mg of 

chromium per liter of resin, at which point the value of 5 µ/L of Cr is reached in the product water.  

At that point, the resins cannot be regenerated and must be replaced.  Based on these data, we 

estimated the volume of the same type of resin that would be needed in the location considered in 

this study, as an alternative to the potential NF plant.  With the relevant chromium concentration 

(23 µg/L) and the same ion exchange resin performance, a total volume of 800 m3 of adsorption 

material would be necessary to provide safe water during 10 years of operation, i.e., the lifetime of 

the NF plant.  Given the high cost of this resin (20 €/L) the operating cost of a possible ion-

exchange process would be >1.00 € for each m3 of product water, significantly higher than the 

figure relative to the NF plant. 

4.5 Environmental Impact Assessment of the full-scale NF plant 

The results of the LCA analysis obtained for the full-scale NF plant of Figure 4 are reported in 

Figure 6, with endpoint indicators summarized in Figure 6a.  The power supply needed to pump 

well water in the NF system at the desired hydraulic pressure and necessary to heat up the cleaning 

solutions overwhelms the other environmental burdens related to both concentrate treatment and the 

installation and operation of the membrane plant (i.e., building construction, membrane modules, 

and cleaning agents).  This result is in accordance with previous studies, which underlined the need 

to improve the operating phases of membrane systems to achieve lower environmental impacts 

(Bonton et al. 2012; Hancock et al. 2012).   

Similar results were obtained for the midpoint analysis; please see Figure S5 of the 

Supplementary Material for details on all the different midpoint burdens.  Power supply represents 

the most impactful item on all midpoint parameters, except for freshwater and marine 
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eutrophication.  Figure 6b-d present the absolute impact values relative to both these parameters, as 

well as to climate change.  Due to the large amount of freshwater necessary for building 

construction, membrane module fabrication, and cleaning agents, freshwater eutrophication 

increases considerably.  This result is in accordance with previous studies analysing the overall 

impacts of ultrafiltration plants (Giagnorio et al. 2017).  When dealing with marine eutrophication, 

the most important factors increasing it are concentrate treatment and power supply, the latter also 

having the largest impact on CO2 emissions.   

 

Figure 6: Environmental impacts of the full-scale NF plant. a) Results obtained through endpoint analysis, 

presented as normalized values of the overall impact computed for membrane plant, power demand, and 

concentrate treatment. b-d) Results obtained for three representative midpoint indicators. 
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5. Conclusions  

In this paper, nanofiltration (NF) was evaluated as a potential technology to produce drinking water 

from sources contaminated with chromium or similar toxic metals.  Through the combination of 

laboratory experiments, pilot-scale field tests, and system design, the applicability of NF to produce 

safe potable water was demonstrated.  Pilot field tests suggested that low-pressure NF may be 

operated with minimal management issues to obtain consistently low concentrations of toxic metals 

in the permeate stream.  Choosing the suitable nanofiltration membrane was proven to be essential 

to overcome inefficiencies related to fouling and to the impairment of system performance during 

operation.  For the specific location investigated in this study, the utilization of NF membranes with 

medium-high selectivity was indispensable to meet the requirements in terms of drinking water 

quality and, specifically, of chromium concentration.   

A potential design of a full-scale NF plant for chromium removal was presented, based on the 

specific data of the studied location, i.e., flow rate and chromium concentration in the feed stream.  

Two stages and a feed bypass of roughly 15% would allow the production of safe potable water 

with (i) an aggressive index higher than 10 and (ii) a chromium concentration lower than 5 µg/L.  

This design may be generalized for plants of similar size and can be used as a preliminary 

estimation of the plant requirements for a variety of NF applications.  This generalization may be 

carried out also thanks to a proposed system scale analysis, which can provide preliminary 

guidelines for the design of generic nanofiltration systems.  Specifically, at high recovery rates, the 

main design parameter of NF plants treating waters contaminated with toxic metals may be the 

composition of the final retentate stream, which needs proper management due to the resulting high 

concentration levels of the target toxic metal.  Techno-economic and environmental assessments 

were performed for the potential full-scale plant.  The results showed a total cost of < 0.3 €/m3 for 

the product water, much lower than the cost of water for a plant comprising non-regenerable ion-

exchange resins, which was estimated to be greater than 1 €/m3 due to the high cost of resin 
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replacement.  The total installation cost for the NF plant was estimated to be 1.3 million €, with 

concentrate disposal and energy requirement representing the most expensive operating parameters.  

Power supply would also be the most environmentally impactful factor, based on the LCA analysis 

performed for the installation and ten-year operation of the NF plant.  
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